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SLUHfari prepped, ready to explore
Cashbah 2011 to take
place Saturday night,
could raise $500,000
by Nathan
core staff

Rubbelke

A

throng of St. Louis U. High
parents, alumni, benefactors,
and teachers will ride through the
“Sluhfari” on Saturday evening
for an important night of bidding
and socializing at SLUH’s 42nd
annual Cashbah auction.
SLUH hopes to raise roughly
$500,000 as they have in the recent
past, a sum that accounts for about
one-sixth of yearly fundraising.
The 700 anticipated guests
will be greeted at the door with the
safari theme. Cashbah co-chair Lisa
Jellinek describes the atmosphere
as a “safari camp” complete with
vines and animal pictures adorning
the Danis Lobby and the Commons.
Jellinek said that the decorations provide a nice feel of adventure for the auctions and set a good
tone.
“They look really great,” said

Jellinek. “(The volunteers) have
done a great job over the past days.”
The highlight of the night is the
live auction, formerly know as the
oral auction. The live auction will
feature a number of trips, including
a voyage to Tuscany, Italy and a trip
to the University of Notre Dame
for a football game. Other items
include a SLUH fire pit, graduation
packages, and autographed T.J.
Oshie and Albert Pujols jerseys.
In total, the live auction includes
over 70 items for bidding.
Another part of the night is the
silent auction, which offers smaller
items such as the always-coveted
Billiken statues, SLUH garb, and
a newly-released iPad 2.
In all, there have been over
1000 total donations for the auction.
“We have been blessed with
some really generous donations,”
said president David Laughlin.
Laughlin looks forward to the
evening, especially the atmosphere
that brings together all components
of the SLUH family
—students,
teachers, alumni, parents, and
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benefactors.
“For me, it is a
great night because
it is one of the few
nights all of our
constituents come
together for the great
cause of St. Louis U.
High,” said Laughlin.
While the night
is one of the most
important annual
events for SLUH,
it is also a night for
Laughlin to enjoy.
“I am as much
as a cheerleader for
(the chairs’) good
work as anything,”
explained Laughlin.
One of the most
exciting highlights
for this year’s auction is that some
of the funds raised Vines and tables decorate the Commons, all decked out for
for this weekend’s Cashbah.
will go towards the
completion of the new Commons, and Melissa Jedlicka, and their
which is to start construction this committee decided that the money
summer. The co-chairs, Jellinek
continued on page 8

assembly restrucTalent show held last Awards
tures to week of accolades
Sunday in Theater
PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO

by Matt Cooley
core staff

N

Senior David Dereak performs Lady Gaga’s “Born this Way” at the STUCO talent show
last Sunday.

by Jack Godar
Reporter

T

he Student Council (STUCO)
Talent Show this past Sunday
showcased St. Louis U. High’s
wide range of talents and raised
just under $250 for the Lenten
charity event Rice Bowl. In the
second year since STUCO resurrected the once wildly popular
event, the Talent Show drew over
a hundred people and had 15 acts,
ranging from athletic feats to musical performances.
"We had a great line-up," said

STUCO President Tim McCoy, of
the show.
Acts included senior Espen
Conley doing push-ups, the Yellow
Balloon Musical Ensemble, and
seniors Pat Fox and Luke Hellwig
performing a piece from an opera.
McCoy said that STUCO
wanted to bring the Talent Show to
its former glory after what had been
a two-year hiatus from 2008-2009.
The last two Talent Shows
have not been as large as the
sellout events in the early 2000s.
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ear the end of every school
year, the student body has
traditionally crammed into the
Commons to see every award
earned during the year, from
club participation certificates to
the highest alumni honors, all
presented in about an hour and a
half. To relieve the pressure from
the tight schedule and allow more
awards to be given, Principal John
Moran and a specially-formed
committee have scheduled two
new ceremonies to recognize
underclassmen.
A ceremony for freshmen and
sophomores will be held during activity period on Wednesday, April
27 to be attended by those grades
only. A new award, named for
Martin Hagan, S.J. and given to one
freshman and one sophomore, will
anchor that ceremony. A ceremony
for juniors will be held Thursday,
with college book awards as the
most significant honors. The allschool assembly at the end of the
day on Friday will focus primarily
on senior awards and the Backer
Award.
The changes were developed
by Moran and a fairly informal
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Becvar to head AP group
Assistant Principal Tom Becvar has served
on the Calculus AP Board for years. As it
restructures the test, he will co-chair. Page 2

Feature
Kovarik spearheads AAV class
English teacher Frank Kovarik brings his
wealth of knowledge on race issues into
the African-American Voices class. Page 7

committee of administrators and
teachers convened especially to
discuss awards. The committee met
three times during the first semester
to evaluate the current awards ceremonies and make plans for future
ones. The group included Moran,
Assistant Principal for Academics Tom Becvar, main office staff
Jan Cotter and Rita Mulligan, art
teacher Joan Bugnitz, guidance
counselor David Mouldon, Assistant Principal for Student Life
Brock Kesterson, physics teacher
Paul Baudendistel, and Athletic
Director Dick Wehner.
The additional ceremonies are
not just intended to provide more
time for the traditional event—the
committee hoped that the changes
would change the attitudes and
atmosphere surrounding the event.
The traditional all-encompassing,
all-school awards ceremony ran
past the end of the school day two
years ago and was close to doing so
again last year. According to Moran, after these ceremonies, it was
clear that changes were needed.
"When you win an award, you
want to feel like people are happy
that you won the award and that
it happens as part of a dignified

continued on page 7

STRATEGIC PLAN
CONSTITUENTS
ARE CONTACTED
Think tank hopes to
meet by next year
by Nate Heagney
core staff

V

ice President of Advancement John Rick isn’t afraid
to dream big.
Rick encourages thinking on
a grand scale, and that ambitious
philosophy will play a huge role
as he, SLUH president David
Laughlin and the Board of Trustees
spearhead a planning effort for the
future of the school as SLUH approaches its 200th birthday in 2018.
“We’re not broken, so we’re
not trying to fix something. And
you almost curiously have to say,
‘Why do we need strategic planning? What’s wrong?’ There’s
nothing wrong. But if you don’t
push yourself, if you don’t do
some self-examination, and don’t
reach for the stars, (then) being
complacent, you could be knocked
off your perch,” said Rick.
But while the plan has advanced since the Prep News last
checked in with Rick and Laughlin
about it in September, the specifics
remain fuzzy, as the school appears
to be more pointed in a direction
than on a set course.
That set course will likely
be determined by a think-tank of
people the school is trying to gather
to aid in the strategic planning as
SLUH it heads into its bicentennial. That think-tank makes up the
heart of the plan so far: the school
is searching to identify around 100
participants who will meet to plan
improvements for the school in the
years heading into 2018.
The group’s composition looks
to be very diverse. Rick said it will
feature alumni, parents, friends of
the school, other school’s administrators, and possibly others from
outside St. Louis. He said all the
participants would be experts in
their field, offering a unique perspective on SLUH’s future.
For example, Rick said,
“maybe there will be one or two
people we discover that have an
outstanding track record of financial modeling in an educational
institute and we would want them
continued on page 8
The Advancement Office is rolling
out an appeal for student giving
next week, see page 2
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Becvar to co-chair AP
Calculus test committee
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Advancement Office
initiates student giving
by Patrick O’Leary
web editor

S

Assistant Principal Tom Becvar in his office.

by John
staff

Webb

F

or most of us, the making of a standardized test is shrouded in mystery. But
Assistant Principal for Academics and BC
Calculus teacher Tom Becvar has an upclose view, since he is now the co-chair of
the College Board’s Calculus Development
Committee, the committee that makes the
AP Calculus tests.
Recently, the College Board announced
that each AP exam committee will have two
co-chairs, one from a college and one from a
high school. Becvar was recently appointed
by the College Board to become one of the
co-chairs of the Calculus Development
Committee, an appointment that will grant
him another four-year term after his current
term on the committee ends in 2012.
Becvar first became involved in grading
the AP exams in 1993. He slowly worked
his way up the line, becoming a table leader,
a question leader, and then an exam leader.
Three years ago, Becvar was appointed to
a position on the Calculus Development
Committee, the committee that makes the
free response questions for the exam.
Becvar joined the committee in 2008,
beginning his four-year term. The committee is made up of ten people, four from
colleges, four from high schools, and two

from the Educational Testing Service (ETS),
a company that the College Board hires to
help make the tests and compile statistics
afterwards. People on the committee include
representatives from Davidson College in
North Carolina, Northeastern University in
Boston, the University of Cincinnati, the
Pacific University in Oregon, Scarsdale High
School in New York, Florence High School
in South Carolina, and Kalani High School
in Hawaii.
The AP Calculus tests consist of multiple choice sections followed by six free
response questions. While the committee
reviews the multiple choice questions, it is
not responsible for making them. Instead,
they focus on the free response questions.
The committee must make four versions
of both the AB and BC Calculus tests. Six
free response questions appear on each test,
but three questions are the same on both
tests, giving the committee a total of 36 free
response questions to make every year.
The committee meets four times a year,
usually at ETS headquarters in Princeton,
New Jersey. Occasionally the committee
meets at the College Board Headquarters
in Atlanta, Georgia.
“The first step of the process is to just
start taking topics, listing things, going
continued on page 7

Plant species, Anthurium aylwardianum, named after Aylward
by Conor Gearin
news editor

S

ince his retirement from St. Louis
U. High, former history and Latin
teacher Stephen Aylward has become a
distinguished research volunteer at the
Missouri Botanical Garden. Aylward’s help
in analyzing specimens and discovering
a number of new species earned him the
Garden’s Rookie of the Year award in 2010,
and the researcher he works for named a
plant species, Anthurium aylwardianum,
in Aylward’s honor. The plant belongs to a
genus of exotic flowers, commonly known
as flamingo flowers, found in the American
tropics.
Aylward works four to five days per
week at the research facility at the Botanical Gardens, helping Curator of Botany
Tom Croat, Ph.D., analyze and describe
specimens. Croat is an expert in studying
the family Araceae, which he said has very
many species previously unknown to science
and as yet undescribed in current catalogs.
He brings back specimens from Central and
South America, many of which are from
Barro Colorado, a small island in the Panama
Canal.
Aylward’s job is to go through these plant
specimens, which are dried and mounted on
paper, and compare them to known species
to determine if they are in fact new species.
Aylward relies on a computer program that

uses search criteria to narrow down which
species the specimen could be. Once Aylward
narrows it down to five or six possible species, Croat can decide whether the specimen
is from a new species or a known one. If
it is new, he uses the closest matches for
comparison in writing the description of the
new species.
“I’ve never been involved in science
before,” said Aylward. “So it’s a totally
different challenge, which I enjoy.” He described his role there as “sort of like being
apprentice to a botanist.”
Though he has never worked in the
science field before, Aylward has some
skills that are helpful for such work, such
as a training in classical languages. Croat
said that Aylward has helped him in naming
new species, making sure the endings of
his Latin words are correct, and coming up
with new names for species—a real challenge, since the genus of Anthurium alone
includes perhaps 3,000 named species.
Further complicating things, most obvious
words, such as those describing physical
plant characteristics, have already been used
up.
This makes naming species after people
a useful way to come up with a species name.
Croat said that he has named species in honor
of all of his long-term volunteers, and tries
to name plants that are not extinct and that
have some attractive qualities to them.
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tudent Council unveiled Monday at the
senior class meeting a new initiative
by the Advancement Office that asks each
senior to give $1, his name, cell phone
number, and e-mail address in order to keep
in touch with the school after graduation.
An idea developed by Vice President for
Advancement John Rick and the Advancement Office, the program asks for a few
simple things from the seniors in return for
an incentive. If 100 percent of the senior
class provides their name, e-mail address,
cell number, and a dollar, the advancement
staff will give the seniors donuts for breakfast
for a week. The longer it takes the seniors to
get to 100 percent, though, the fewer days of
donuts they will receive. If they accomplish
it in two days, they will receive three day’s
worth of donuts.
By checking a box on the blue information card, seniors can also pledge to give
incrementally over the next five years a total
of fifteen dollars, an increase of one dollar
each year.
According to Advancement Officer Ben
DuMont, the program has a few goals. First,
the advancement staff hopes to establish a
habit among students of staying in touch and
of giving back. Second, they are trying to
get the seniors’ contact information. Finally,
they hope to have the Class of 2011 be the
first class to have 100 percent participation
in giving.
“It’s not about the money; it’s about
keeping in touch with the school. What we’re
looking for—what you guys are looking
for—is to be that first class with 100 percent,”
said DuMont.
The contact information will be used
in various ways, according to DuMont. The
e-mail addresses will be used to contact
seniors with announcements about reunions
and class-related events, but also general
SLUH-related announcements and publications, such as the 1818 Insider and SLUH
News. The cell phone numbers will be given
to fellow classmates at reunions as a means
of keeping in touch.
“With younger alums it’s really hard
to keep in touch because they are moving
around, in college, at home, not at home,
that kind of thing, so we found the easiest
way to keep in touch is over e-mail,” said
DuMont.
One of the Advancement Office’s goals
for the 100 percent participation is to be able
to use that number as leverage to potential
donors, to say that last year’s graduating
class gave 100 percent.
“We are trying to increase the overall
alumni giving percentage participation,” said
DuMont. “It really gives us leverage when

we go out and try to cultivate those civic
partnerships. So we can say, 100 percent
of the graduating class gave this year, 100
percent of our parents, faculty, and Board of
Trustees have given. That really gives us a
lot of leverage in forging those partnerships.”
According to DuMont, funds from this drive
will go towards financial aid, as all annual
giving does.
Student Council has been aiding the
Advancement Office in publicizing its goals.
Student Body President Tim McCoy spoke at
the senior class meeting this Monday about
the program.
According to STUCO Secretary Phil
Nahlik, the advancement staff approached
STUCO for their help in rallying the seniors.
“It’s usually more effective if a classmate
presents it to a classmate,” said DuMont.
DuMont also mentioned that similar
parent and faculty initiatives have been successful. The faculty drive is currently around
95 percent and the parent drive is currently
above 80 percent in participation.
Seniors’ reactions to the propositions
have varied. While some viewed it negatively, seeing the Advancement Office as
trying to bribe seniors, others were more
welcoming to the idea of giving. Almost all,
though, acknowledged the idea was a good
one with a good chance of success.
The negative argument is generally
directed towards how the program is run.
“It would be better for students and
alumni to give their information and money
because they wish to or that they feel they
owe it to the school instead of being bribed
with donuts,” said one senior. “I can understand where the idea of saying we got 100
percent donation from last year’s graduating
class would influence big-wig donors.”
Senior Patrick Quinlan questioned the
Advancement Office’s intentions a bit, but
at the same time understood their reasoning.
“I don’t really think it’s about us as a
class participating so much as it is about them
being able to say that we participated,” said
Quinlan. “I think it’s an excellent idea.”
Senior John Schaefer said that he
thought it was a great idea, but questioned
the Advancement Office’s method.
“I actually think it’s a good way to
definitely give us the appearance of 100
percent participation,” said Schaefer, “but
paying more for donuts than we’re actually
giving is ridiculous.”
Many students had no reservations
about the idea. Some said they’d do it for
the donuts, while others simply thought it
was a great idea.
“I think it’s a really good idea,” said
senior Clayton Petras. “In a way they are
asking you to give back a little bit and that’s
what the dollar is.”

Talent show held last Sunday
(from 1)
Though this year's show had over just over
100 people, McCoy was still pleased by the
energy of the crowd.
"It was a good crowd," McCoy said,
"They wanted to be there, they were engaged,
and they were really awesome."
Freshman Gabe Miller, who attended the
event, was also impressed with the crowd.
STUCO Executive Vice President Gino
Perrini was pleased with the progress of the
event, saying that it was "definitely a step
forward." Perrini said that STUCO could
have advertised more for the event, but was
also happy with the show’s smooth run.
The Talent Show was held later than last
year’s show, which was held in December.
STUCO originally planned to hold it during
Mission Week in late November, but felt that
there were too many activities going on for
the talent show to be successful.
The Talent Show performers enjoyed
watching the other acts as well.

"I thought it was great," said freshman
Michael Mimlitz, who performed with the
Circus Club.
Junior Jordan Bollwerk, who was the
drummer for the Yellow Balloon Musical
Ensemble, said that he enjoyed the improvisation that went on during the show.
"Everybody was adding new things,"
Bollwerk said.
Bollwerk decided to do the Talent Show
after attending last year's show and thinking
that it would be a fun time.
"I was like 'Man, I want to be in it',"
said Bollwerk.
STUCO Vice President of Pastoral Affairs Alan Ratermann said that his favorite
act was three of the four Chinese foreign
exchange students' performance of a Chinese
folk-pop song
"I really liked their act," Ratermann said
of Bill Zhao, Victor Wei, and Eric Dingyang's
performance.
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The joke as inkblot: the Prep News April Fools’ edition

Sometimes, jokes—pure, simple jokes—
have outcomes that the joker never expects.
Jokes become inkblots, and the people that
hear them interpret them in ways that were
never intended. Last week’s issue had a front
page story about SLUH adopting laptops
(“Student laptops mandated for 2011-’12
school year”) which was a pure fabrication
meant to give our readers a little laugh on
April Fools’ Day. Cues in the article tipped
most people off to its fictional nature. Well,
it did give people a laugh—but it also did
much more.
On the Prep News website, the article
has received over 500 hits, twice as many as
any previous article this year. We received
many additional e-mails from duped readers.
Over the course of the week, we have fielded
feedback from dozens of parents, students,
and faculty.
From the reaction we’ve come across,
a few trends emerge. Most notably, the decision to mandate laptops, fictional though

it was, fostered a great deal of resentment
among students, faculty, and parents. One
would expect these objections to stem, in
large part, from the unexpectedness of the
decision and the lack of discussion leading
up to it. However, we did not get that sort of
reaction. Instead, people were upset simply
at the fact that we would be getting laptops.
The Prep News has devoted a lot of
space this year to discussing the future of
technology at SLUH, specifically the possibility of student laptops. We’ve found that
it’s a very complex, multi-faceted issue, and
many different points of view exist. But
the response to the article was surprisingly
single-minded. By our count, there was not
a single reaction in support of laptops. Dr.
Moran and Mr. Laughlin both corroborated.
No “hoorays” or “finallys.” It seems the
SLUH community is pretty proud that we
don’t have student laptops and is not ready to
change that. The Prep News is just as proud
of this counter-culturalism.

Perspective

Before sharing some of our favorite
reactions, we thought we should clear up
a few things. Unfortunately, some readers
were confused about where the April Fools’
articles began and ended. The other stories
on last week’s front-page were all factual
and real, as were all the stories inside the
paper, save pages 6-7, in the section entitled
“The Daily Prophet,” in which the lead story
was about highly evolved rats taking over
the Science Wing. We have an April Fools’
issue every year, but this year it fell on a
Friday, our normal publishing date, so we
decided to include an April Fools’ section
inside the normal paper, instead of having
a separate joke issue as we have in the past.
In the spirit of April Fools’ Day we
thought we’d bring the joke full-circle and
share some of the most notable reactions.
Here’s a humorous sampling. Unlike the
article last week, we promise that these
anecdotes are all factual:
–Spanish teacher Charley Merriott in-

formed the school administration he would
be retiring after his contract expired next
school year when he heard the news.
-As she turned in a registration check, a
SLUH mother told accountant Terri Meiners
she was not prepared to pay a technology fee
in the future and needed to talk to someone
about the matter. Meiners was taken aback,
unsure herself if the article had been a joke
or not, and had to tentatively tell the woman
the fee probably wasn’t real.
-Jack Newsham, ’10, a staff columnist at
the Yale Daily News, e-mailed us 17 minutes
after the article was posted. He said that the
article had given him a scare and that he had
been prepared to type a really argumentative
comment.
-Similarly, Louie Hotop, ’09, wrote that
he became more and more angry as he read
the article, thinking things like “bad idea”
and “huge distraction,” until he got to the
end of the article and realized it was an April
Fool’s joke.

Reflection

Remembering Mission: Appalachia The hope of a brand new day
by

Tommy Majda

Editors’Note: Senior Tommy Majda traveled
to Barren Springs, Va., for St. Louis U. High’s
inaugural Mission: Appalachia service trip.
It is not hard to imagine the people of
Barren Springs. Slap on a thick accent, some
flannel, and maybe a trucker hat and you have
Sam, the man who takes care of the mission
groups. While his appearance might easily
fit a mold, Sam is anything but ordinary.
He started a program called Neighbor to
Neighbor, whose mission is to help people
in the community who sometimes cannot
help themselves.
The first night Sam, in his normal
practical wisdom, said that everyone has a
story, we just don’t take the time to listen to
it. This little phrase really hit me. I thought
how many of my classmates I see in the
hallways every day that I have never had
an actual conversation with. It made me
realize, especially in these last few months,
that I have to make the most of my time left
at SLUH.
I think I took Sam’s advice to heart on
the trip as I became a lot closer with my
classmates on the trip. One person in particular I got to know was Brendan Baldridge.
He was one of those kids that, you know,
you both know who each other are but have
never really talked. I can honestly say, and I
think Brendan will agree, that we are good
friends now because we got the time to talk
and really get to know each other.
Mission: Appalachia gave me the time
to get to know Brendan’s story along with
many other classmates. Time is something
that dictates my life, I am always on the
go, but Sam, as with most of the people of
Barren Springs, taught me that life is about
people more than anything else.
Sarah Jo was a person who most represented this attitude. She is Sam’s daughter, so
she sees mission groups like ours frequently.
In spite of this, she still found time to ask me
questions about school, life, almost anything
and the best part was she genuinely cared
about the answer with a smile on her face
every time I finished telling her something.
I hope that I can be more like Sarah Jo and
learn to slow down, try not to care as much
about the tests and deadlines but put more
time and effort into the people in my life.
In this way, Barren Springs made me uncomfortable, in a good way, as I was not used
to this type of lifestyle. The trip continued
to make me uncomfortable, especially in the
work we did. I have never done much manual
labor in my life, aside from the occasional
yard work, so taking down an entire house
in four days was a little bit of a challenge
to say the least. I am also not the strongest
guy, so that posed some problems.

Another aspect, actually a person, on
the trip that made me uncomfortable was
Ian, Sam’s four-year-old grandson. Little
kids and I have just never mixed. They
never seem to like me, but Ian made me
uncomfortable because he did like me. We
had a blast together, running around playing
hide and seek or sitting in timeout. The last
time I saw him I remember he asked me to
pick him up. I had never had a kid ask me
that before and it made me feel like I really
connected with Ian as he did with me. I can
honestly say that the times I spent with Ian
were some of the best moments of the trip.
I became somewhat comfortable with
the work too. I remember, after watching
Mr. Tim Moore acrobatically escape death
by falling logs, seeing the fully demolished
house and feeling a sense of pride. I helped
demolish an entire house in four days and,
after only one cut on my cheek that made me
resemble the joker, I was pretty good with
a hammer and pry bar. And despite having
a mild case of cerebral palsy, I kept up with
everyone. One of the best moments for me
was seeing a wall that I had completely
stripped of dry wall by myself, a task that I
thought I would never be able to accomplish
because it was pretty two-handed.
Overall, this sense of being out of my
element is what made Mission: Appalachia
not just a vacation but really a mission trip.
Mission: Appalachia taught me that God
always wants me to be out of my element for
Him, that is the point of trips like these. It is
the reason people say and now I can too that
Appalachia was one of the best experiences
of my life.
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“There was a slow, pleasant movement in
the air, scarcely a wind, promising a cool,
lovely day.”
An almost throwaway line of fairly
meaningless setting it would seem. But
for Nick Carraway and Gatsby—in F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s famous story The Great
Gatsby—daybreak is something much more.
Gatsby has spent the night in vigil outside the
home of the woman he is about to lose. He’s
seen another killed, and with it, the vision he
has worked his whole life meticulously to
build is about to fall apart. Nick has been a
witness to it all, forced to choose sides and
contemplate the despair of his own future.
Romance, it would seem, is dead. Darkness
pervades.
Until it doesn’t. The “golden-turning
light” wakes the ghostly birds and then
breathes new life into the world. Cool, fresh
life, guised by the intimacy of a quiet sunrise.
Whatever happened before and whatever
will follow temporarily means nothing.
I read this passage from Gatsby during
my free period last hour Wednesday afternoon. Instead of in the Ignatian Conference
Room, my usual haunt, some primal impulse
of spring compelled me down the stairs and
out of doors. I took my place at a picnic table
on the upper field, squinted my eyes, and
tried to read. But I couldn’t.
A group of underclassmen were passing
a lacrosse ball on a large stretch of green
to my left. Some maintenance men were
doing spring cleaning of sorts, pruning and
raking, bringing back the order washed out
by the cold, damp winter. A soft breeze was
blowing.
Lately, I’ve been trying to decide what
I’ll miss most about SLUH. Certainly the
Prep News is up there, impromptu conversations with teachers and friends, football
games, dances. But it occurred to me that
it’s the quiet moments just like these that
I’ll miss most. Moments that, while not all
that extraordinary in themselves, allow a
curious appreciative perspective into all the
other moments I’ve had here.
Quiet moments when I can sit under a
blazing blue sky, alone, and think, free to
leave school behind, because I know in the
back of my mind and at the core of my being it will always be a part of me. The kind
of moments when, even though I am alone,
I don’t feel that way. The city audibly and
physically vibrates around me with life—
birds’ songs and sirens.
More importantly, with me everywhere
are the lessons I learned here, giving the
larger world a kind of context and purpose
it wouldn’t otherwise have. Behind me, each
window unveils a new scene of growth and

learning, a new opportunity for movement
out of this sometimes-stagnant world. It’s
there I laid the groundwork from which I
now explore—sometimes uncomfortably,
but always with purpose. There I attained
the freedom I am now exercising. I have,
in varying degrees, been testing it for four
years in moments like these. Soon enough,
it will no longer be a test.
The grass is soft and the breeze is cool,
but my skin is warm. It is the kind of moment
when spring and life are as easy to recognize
as the still-turning grass under my feet. All
the late nights of homework, all the in-class
essays seem to come to this—opportunity.
Dr. Bannister came and passed, my
reverie unbroken. He is the kind of man few
around here know well, but has meant a lot
to me over the years. SLUH is full of quiet
influences like these, adults who, though not
our teachers in the classroom, show us much
about what it means to walk in this world.
Next came Fr. Cummings, visibly embracing the newfound energy of spring, a
prayer-book in hand. He said a rather peculiar
thing. He asked how I was and then, in the
bemused way only someone accustomed to
change can, observed that “things are coming
too soon to a close. I love to watch you guys
get melancholy.” He walked away smiling,
glad to leave my wheels turning—something
I have always loved about teachers here.
Maybe I am melancholy. Perhaps that’s
what this column is, an attempt to latch onto a
romantic vision that, like Gatsby’s, is quickly
slipping away, proving an unreality. But it’s
also only in moments of closing that we
can see all that’s opened. It occurred to me
recently that this is a moment of profound
change. For seniors, there are only five weeks
and a few days left at SLUH. Everything I
have become in the last four years, everything
I am today because of my time here, is about
to be tested in a new and different world. To
this one, I must soon say goodbye.
And yet, this moment doesn’t seem
melancholy at all, or even that out of the
ordinary. The bell rang at three o’clock. The
announcements passed, and I made my way
back inside the Backer Memorial, as I have
done so many hopeful afternoons before this,
up to the Prep News office I love so much.
Maybe this is just another quiet sunrise. A
not-unusual moment of rebirth, though still
unusually profound. It’s been a long winter,
and sometimes it seems the trials and changes
that come with darkness may just be winning. Unlike Gatsby, our fates are not yet
sealed if we don’t want them to be. We can
all watch the sun rise, if only for a moment,
and experience the private significance of
newness and hope, even when the future is
uncertain. To know, at least for a moment,
that it’s alright to revel in opportunity.
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Baseball beats Jesuit schools, remains unbeaten Track takes first
at MCC Relays
in close fight
PHOTO BY DR. RICK KUEBEL

Sophomore shortsop Matt Binz throws across the diamond last week.

by Jack Witthaus
reporter

T

hree games into the season, an excited
St. Louis U. High baseball team (70) faced its greatest challenges Friday and
Saturday in the Jesuit Classic at SLUH
against Creighton Prep (Neb.), Loyola (Ill.),
and Rockhurst.
In arguably the toughest game in the

series, under the lights Friday against CP,
senior ace Sasha Kuebel and the Blue Jays
pitchers mowed down hitters for most of the
low-scoring contest.
The game came down to the final pitch.
Stuck in a seventh inning jam with runners
on second and third, Kuebel toed the rubber
with his team up 3-2 and little room for error. A mistake over the plate could lose the

game against an outstanding CP team. But
Kuebel showed why he is one of the best
in the business by getting an inning ending
pop-out to junior center fielder Paul Simon.
“It’s what you work all winter for,”
Kuebel said. “The reward (of victory) is
really exciting.”
Kuebel helped himself to the win by
notching a two-RBI triple in the bottom of
the first. He scored shortly after on an RBI
groundout from junior Sam Knesel. SLUH’s
offensive burst to start the game ended up
being enough for victory. Kuebel improved
to 2-0, with a goose egg 0.00 ERA and 18
Ks in 12 innings pitched.
“It was a big boost (going into the rest
of the tournament),” junior LJ Hernandez
said. “Some of our bats came around. It’s
always a big morale booster when you can
come out on top.”
Needless to say, entering the Loyola
game, SLUH had a bit of a spring to their
step. By the bottom of the third inning against
Loyola, SLUH had already exceeded its run
total against CP, up 4-1 with production from
junior third baseman Willie Floros.
Floros showed a steady swing at the plate
and a fantastic glove in the field throughout
the tournament.
Coach Steve Nicollerat described a sixth
inning play in the CP game by Floros, “He
goes to his left, leaves his feet, and then
continued on page 6

Rugby beats Kirkwood, competes in Ruggerfest
by Justin Sinay
Reporter

L

ast Thursday the St. Louis U. High
varsity rugby team squared off against
the Kirkwood Pioneers. The Pioneers were
clearly overmatched from the get-go and
the Jr. Bills ended up coasting to an easy
34-5 victory.
Last Saturday, the rugby program competed in the prestigious Ruggerfest, held in
Creve Coeur Park. The varsity competed in
the “A” competition and the JV in the “B”
competition. The Varsity Bills competed
in four games overall and played two on
Saturday and the other two on Sunday. Although the Varsity Bills were missing a lot
of starters, they were able to compete with
some of the top teams in the tournament.
The Varsity Bills started the tournament
going up against Marquette University High

School from Milwaukee. Although the Bills
got on the board first on a penalty kick by
senior Nick Hermann, the game was an offensive struggle, and the Bills fell to a larger
Marquette team 7-3.
Hoping to bounce back from that disappointing loss, the Bills took on the Franklin
Cavalry Rugby Club from Tennessee later
that day. The Bills played well and were able
to shutout Franklin 17-0.
The next day, the Bills went up against
the nationally ranked Memphis Storm. Although their opponent displayed an extreme
lack of knowledge of common rugby rules,
the Bills maintained their composure, and
jumped out to an 11-0 halftime lead on a try
from junior Brendan Chura and two penalty
kicks by senior Nick Hermann.
Senior Tate Macarthy said, “When Blake

got kicked in the face against the Storm, we
started playing more aggressively.” The Bills
offense stalled a little bit in the second half,
but they held on to beat the Storm 11-5.
The Bills had clinched their spot in
the consolation title game versus a hungry
Parkway United team. Last year, the Bills
blew out Parkway United 50-5. This year, the
contest was much closer. The Bills jumped
out to a 7-0 lead with a try from junior Jake
Kinsella. But the Bills were clearly wiped
out from the previous game, and the wind
was playing a strong factor, and the Bills
lost to Parkway by the score of 12-7.
The Varsity Bills ended up taking
fourth in the “A” competition, while the
JV took third in the “B” competition, losing
to Thomas Aquinas (KS) and beating the
Memphis Storm B team and Fox.

by Evan Becton
reporter

T

he Saint Louis U. High track team
continued its success with a first place
finish at the Metro Catholic Conference
(MCC) Relays meet. The Jr. Bills won
by a slight margin, barely edging out the
DeSmet Spartans.
“We are going to have to battle for every
point we can get. The guys did really well,
but we left some points out on the track that
we could have gotten, but it shows that every
meet we have this year will be a close fight,”
said head coach Joe Porter.
SLUH started out quickly by placing first
in both the 4 x 1600 meter relay and the 110
shuttle hurdle relay. In both events, SLUH
dominated from the start with good paces
set by juniors Nathan Rubbelke in the 4 x
1600 and Dan Williams in the 110 hurdles.
The 4 x 800 squad also placed first
with an impressive time of 8:27.90, as did
the distance medley (DMR) squad after a
late surge from senior distance captain Tim
Rackers, who overtook a DeSmet runner in
the third lap of the mile portion of the race.
The Jr. Bills had a heartbreaking loss
when the 4 x 400 meter relay team finished
behind DeSmet, who had been challenging
them all afternoon. The Spartans controlled
the first two legs of the race until junior
Luke Gilsinger had a sudden burst of energy
despite just having run the 400 meter in the
distance medley, and took the lead away
from the Spartans. Gilsinger handed the
baton over to junior anchor Darion Baker.
Baker, tired from his 4 x 100 and 4 x 200
races, pushed down the lane on the far side
of the track, but looked to be slowly losing
speed as a DeSmet runner took advantage
and passed him on the home stretch of the
race. The Jr. Bills placed second with a time
of 3:33.90.
Despite this second place finish, the Jr.
Bills had other key top three places in discus,
shot put, long jump, and triple jump. These
key finishes allowed the Jr. Bills to sneak off
with the first place victory over their MCC
rivals.
“Our goal is to win in our conference
meets and this shows that we are still in position to win (our conference),” said Porter.

Lax back to .500, preparing to face tough MICDS team tonight
by Donnie
reporter

Land

PHOTO COURTESY OF MR. BOB KUSKY

S

eizing upon their 9-7 victory against
state runner up Eureka this past Friday,
the St. Louis U. High varsity lacrosse team
(4-4, 1-0 MCC ) surprised the Vianney
Golden Griffins on Tuesday.
After senior Mac Moore gave SLUH a
1-0 lead two minutes into the game, Vianney
took control.
“It was a team we couldn’t take lightly,”
said Moore.
With a series of lost face-offs, as well
as two periods of man-down play due
to penalties, the Lawderbills struggled
to hold possession and Vianney scored
two goals with SLUH down a man, and
capped that run off with a third goal with
only two minutes left in the first quarter.
Vianney upped its lead to 4-1
with another goal five minutes into
the second quarter as the Jr. Bills were
once again down a man on defense.
“Any time you go down a man multiple
times in the first quarter or second quarter
you’re going to put yourself at a disadvantage, but you’ve got to be composed and make
sure we play legally,” said coach Mark Seyer.
Fortunately for the offense, the Jr. Bills
defenders began to get the ball to the offense
more frequently, where the trusty hands of
senior attackmen Jimmy Reichenbach and
Ryan Reding put two shots in goal after
swift dodges past their opposing defenders.

Senior Ryan Redding attacks the Eureka defense.

“It wasn’t until we went down
4-1 that we realized we had to take
these guys seriously,” said Reichenbach.
In the second half, SLUH
again scored first, but the Griffins followed with another three goals.
“If we don’t come out 100 percent from
the beginning of the game to the end of the
game, we can lose any game, no matter who
we’re playing, whether it’s Kirkwood or
Rockhurst,” said senior Michael Griffard.
Realizing that they had to step up their
game if they wanted to bring back another
victory, the Jr. Bills began to take control of
the game, helped by a series of face-off wins

by Griffard. With the continued possession
of the ball, the Jr. Bill offense put up four
goals to go up 8-7 by the end of third quarter.
“The biggest improvement was on
the part of the offense, starting to get at
the goalie and find out where his weaknesses are,” said senior defender Will Moritz.
The Jr. Bills strode back onto the field
in the fourth quarter with just as much
poise and intensity as they had left it.
“We knew what we had to do. We started
out a little shaky, but we adapted, made
it a game, and got it done,” said Reding.
The defenders continued to lock
out their players with successful rid-

ing by junior defenders Sam Cannon,
John Jedlicka, and Mark Weber, as
well as seniors Pat Judge and Moritz.
“We controlled the ground ball game,
rode very hard, and we were more conditioned than they were,” said Cannon.
The Jr. Bills scored three more goals in
the fourth quarter to seal the 11-7 win. The
Jr. Bills outscored Vianney 7-0 from their
last goal three minutes into the third quarter.
“When it came down to possession,
we had the ball on offense the entire half
so they couldn’t score at all and it gave
us a lot of oppurtunities,” said Griffard.
Despite a sloppy start, the Jr. Bills finished their game with great enthusiasm and
intensity, taking home a victory, their fourth.
“As we learned last night, Vianney
is not a bad team by any means. We just
might’ve come out and treated them as
such, and if you come out doing that and
you don’t respect your opponent from
the get-go, they’re gonna kinda get you
in the face really quick, and let you know
that they are here to play,” said Seyer.
The Jr. Bills prepare to face MICDS, No.
3 in the state, this Friday at 5:30 at MICDS,
where they expect one of their biggest challenges of the season. The team hopes to play
with the same intensity as they showed during
the second half against Vianney.
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by John Sachs
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity volleyball
team bested rival and regional power
DeSmet Jesuit High School on Wednesday.
Ready to face off against the team whom
they defeated in the semifinals of the State
tournament last year, SLUH came prepared
to win at DeSmet for the first time in recent
history. Beyond the Jesuit rivalry, the Volleybills were motivated right from the start
to put DeSmet in its place.
“They purposely put away the ball carts,
so we couldn’t warm up, so everybody had
to sit and watch them do a little parade out
on their side. If you would have heard our
little huddle we had going, we were getting
pretty angry. So we got off to a pretty good
start in the beginning,” said senior Alex
Hughes.
Though the scores were close throughout the first game, SLUH maintained a slight
lead. SLUH got off to an early start with a
streak which brought the score to 13-9, although DeSmet quickly scored three points
to close within one. The Spartans, however,
were never able to surmount even the small
lead that SLUH kept throughout the first
game, which ended in SLUH’s favor 25-21.
The second game started just the opposite of the first. But with DeSmet leading
7-5, one of the Spartan players was injured,
though not out for the game, and the momentary loss of focus allowed the Jr. Bills to tie
the game 11-11.
Midway through the second game,
senior Greg Scheetz rolled his ankle. After
blocking DeSmet senior Blake Kribs’s kill,
Scheetz came down on Kribs’s foot, as he
was sliding back, which aggravated the ankle

Scheetz had recently injured in practice.
“Luckily, we have so many people on
the varsity team to begin with that we have
someone to come in,” said Scheetz. “The
team’s not going to suffer, just as long as
they can keep their heads up and keep on
going.”
Scheetz hopes to be out for no longer
than a week, and consulted with a doctor
Thursday night about how quickly he can
get back to playing condition.
“If you look at a team like DeSmet,
the guys they start are their best players; if
they have to go to the bench, that’s where
things get shaky for them,” said senior Willie
Whealen, comparing DeSmet’s depth with
SLUH’s.
Despite the loss of Scheetz, the Jr. Bills
played on to gain a 21-19 lead, at which
point DeSmet called a timeout. DeSmet’s
ploy worked, and the Jr. Bills lost focus. The
Spartans tied it 21-21, and SLUH called its
own timeout. The break did not work in the
Becvarbills’ favor, however, as a few SLUH
errors and a bad bounce off the DeSmet
ceiling allowed DeSmet to win the game,
25-21.
“We stayed pretty composed for how
close the game was. Usually we get more
nervous than that, but we stayed pretty
confident,” said junior Luke Naegeli.
The Jr. Bills, refusing to concede defeat
to their rivals, began the third game on a
strong note, quickly opening a three-point
lead, 9-6, which they carried throughout the
majority of the game. The two Jesuit teams
traded points for a large part of the third
game, with a high degree of skill displayed
on both sides.
One volley in particular was the subject

of multiple celebrations. SLUH initially
thought it had a point-winning kill, and yet
DeSmet managed to dig it back up and get
its own strong hit on the ball, nearly gaining
the point. But SLUH likewise managed an
incredible dig which let the seven-student
strong SLUH faithful to erupt.
“We stuck together at the end—we knew
we could pull through and come back and we
just relaxed and let our playing ability take
over,” said sophomore Tommy Beckmann.
DeSmet managed, however, to come
back and tie the game at 20-20. The Gioiabills, unfazed by the Spartan effort, regained
the lead 22-20, at which point DeSmet called
a timeout. The game was substantially closer
from that point on, and the two teams came
to a stalemate at 24-24. DeSmet took the
lead for the first time in the game to force a
match point. At this crucial time, however,
senior Zak Otten equalized with a block,
and Beckmann turned the game in SLUH’s
favor with a powerful kill.
“I think our defense is getting really
good with blocks and even if they’re hitting around the blocks, we’re getting good
touches on the ball,” said Hughes.
DeSmet then called a timeout to ice
SLUH’s server and forced an error, allowing
DeSmet to momentarily gain the lead 27-26.
The Jr. Bills’ defense, however, was not
about to let their hard-fought game be stolen
away from them. With a solid passing game
championed by senior Zak Robben, who led
with 40 assists on the match, Beckmann and
Whealen both brought kills to tilt the game
into SLUH’s favor. The game ended with a
final tip by Otten to win the game 29-27 and
the match 2-1.
“DeSmet is definitely the hardest team
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we’re going to play, so I think if we can
manage to stay as confident as we did last
night, we should be in the running for State
again,” said Naegeli.
Two students stormed the court after
Otten scored the final point to celebrate the
victory over SLUH’s longtime rivals.
This second win brings SLUH’s record
in the MCC to 2-0 and their total record to
10-0-2, a solid undefeated record.
Whealen and Beckman led the team with
kills—23 and 13, respectively. Whealen’s
kills alone accounted for nearly a third of
the team’s 75 total points, though that’s not
to say that it was a one man show. SLUH’s
defense hit its stride this match with Robben’s setting and crucial blocking by Otten
and Hughes.
Additionally, over the weekend SLUH
won the Marquette Tournament, splitting
games against Mehlville and Christian
Brothers College and sweeping Lafayette
in pool play. These games placed SLUH in
the second seed for the tournament.
In tournament play, SLUH swept Marquette in their own tournament 25-19, 25-18.
The Volleybills then went on to beat Francis
Howell Central, the team they beat out for
the State title last year, in two games, 25-15,
25-14. To cap off the tournament, SLUH
played the relatively short, yet scrappy,
Mehlville team, whom SLUH beat handily.
The Scovillbills played Parkway West
on Monday at home. While Parkway West
maintains a strong starting lineup, their roster could do nothing to stand up to SLUH’s
incredible depth of talent. SLUH would
sweep Parkway West 25-23 and 25-21.
Next, SLUH will face a tough Vianney
team in MCC play tonight.

Tennis bounces back from MICDS loss with MCC win Water polo beats
D
D
The No. 2 doubles team of senior Gil his volleys, but wants to focus on working Parkways
Plitt and sophomore Michael Essma fell 6-0, on his serves and returns.
by rew ziedzic
core staff

T

he St. Louis U. High tennis team’s season so far has been a tale of rebounding.
After suffering a tough defeat to Ladue last
week, the team (1-2, 1-0 MCC) came into
this week hoping to claim a win.
Playing on a cold day with intense winds,
the Jr. Bills fell to MICDS, 6-1.
“Our opening two matches were against
two very good teams,” said head coach Patrick Zarrick, referring to MICDS and last
week’s loss to Ladue, who many claim is one
of the best teams in the St. Louis metropolitan
area. “We had those in the schedule to give
our guys the opportunity to face some top
talent and gauge where we are as a team.”
Even though the singles players lost
across the board to MICDS’s top talent,
they played competitively. Senior No. 1
singles player Greg Marifian lost 7-5, 6-3,
but forced his opponent, MICDS senior
Charlie Curtis, into a very long match. At
No. 2 singles, junior Cameron Trachsel lost
6-2, 6-0. And sophomore No. 3 singles player
David Mayhall fell 6-0, 6-4.
“I was a little shaky at the beginning,”
said Mayhall. “(As the match progressed),
I was getting more comfortable with the
wind. I got to settle in more, and got used to
his shots as the match went on. I definitely
got a huge confidence boost. By the time I
hit the second game (of the second set), I
really wanted to get back in the match. By
the fourth game, I was feeling really good
and ready to go.”
“Having moved up from mid doubles
plays last year to No. 3 singles, which is
very competitive, I think David now has a
sense of what it takes to win at that level,”
said Zarrick, adding that Mayhall played a
strong second set.
Also, at No. 4 singles, junior Tony
Ghazarian lost 6-0, 6-2.
While the doubles teams also struggled,
there were some bright spots. The No. 1
doubles team of juniors Matei Stefanescu
and Peter Windler, who played together for
the first time at the MICDS match, lost 6-2,
6-2, but began to build chemistry.

6-1. But the No. 3 doubles team of juniors
Up and down the board, the Jr. Bills’
Austin Huelsing and Kevin Madden reversed doubles teams were successful. At No. 1
the team’s momentum and provided the team doubles, Windler and Stefanescu won their
with its only win, 6-2, 6-2.
match, 6-1, 6-3. The No. 2 doubles team
“Kevin and I played well. It was a little of Huesling and Madden and No. 3 doubles
bit of struggle with the weather, but overall, team of Plitt and Essma followed suit, prewe played well,” said Huelsing.
vailing over their opponents with scores of
In spite of the loss, the team was opti- 6-1, 6-0 and 6-1, 6-1, respectively.
mistic.
“We were making all of our shots and
“It was a good learning experience. I playing really aggressive,” said Essma.
think the team learned to continue to work
The Jr. Bills have a demanding schedule
on the mental aspect of the game: setting for the rest of the season. They start a series
strategy, looking for opponents’ weaknesses, of six matches in nine days, which includes
and executing fundamentals in a competitive the MCC tournament on April 16.
match,” said Zarrick. He specifically pointed
“Many of these matches are winnable
out partners strategy for doubles teams and matches. Coming off two difficult matches,
consistency for singles players as places I think we will be especially aggressive,”
where SLUH could improve.
said Zarrick.
It seemed that the Jr. Bills learned from
SLUH plays DeSmet today at 4 p.m.
their losses as they came roaring back against at the Dwight Davis tennis courts in Forest
Metro Catholic Conference (MCC) opponent Park.
PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO
Chaminade last Wednesday, winning 6-1.
At No. 1 singles, Marifian
dominated his opponent, taking both
sets 6-1, 6-2. Trachsel unfortunately
lost his match to Chaminade’s Chris
Matteo in a long and competitive
match that was marked by wellplayed points. Trachsel won the first
set 6-4, then lost the second set 6-1.
Matteo took the tiebreaker 10-5
Mayhall, playing No. 3 singles,
won his match, 6-3, 6-0.
But one of the most exciting
matches was No. 4 singles player
Ghazarian. After losing his first set
6-4, he came back in his second,
winning 6-0 to push the match to a
tiebreaker. He won 10-7.
“At first, it was kind of hard as
he was playing a style that I really did
not like, but the second set, I made
the adjustments and just played from
there,” said Ghazarian. “The way he
was playing, he didn’t give me any
pace on the ball, and I like pace.”
Ghazarian mentioned he likes
Junior Austin Huelsing hits the ball on an overhead.

by Justin Jellinek
reporter

S

t. Louis U. High (10-0) played one of the
top ranked teams in Missouri, Parkway
West, on Monday. According to the most
recent coaches’ poll, SLUH is ranked first,
and Parkway West is ranked third.
Senior Nate Burggraf earned player of
the game for his two goals from the perimeter
and for a really strong defensive game with
five steals. Despite the easy 15-1 victory,
SLUH did not face the full power of Parkway
West because their second team All-District
player, Steven Emde, was out with a cracked
rib.
Senior Mitch Kramer handled the Parkway West two-meters without a problem,
keeping the Longhorns to a single goal.
Junior Sam Erlinger once again led the
team in goals with five, while senior Michael Hagerty followed close behind with
three. Juniors Justin Ramacciotti and Pieter
Derdeyn together had seven assists.
The bench players also got some good
practice, playing for most of the third quarter
and all of the fourth. Sophomore Darrian
Castro netted two late in the game while
junior Chris Kennedy, senior Eddie Harris,
and junior Charlie Archer continued to keep
the Longhorns’ offense shut down. The team
worked well together throughout most of the
game, and they are eager to face West again
at their full strength.
Two days later, the Baudbills took
Parkway North. The final score was 9-6, but
the team had a very difficult time working
their offense. For most of the game, they
took many poor shots. The team also had
some difficulties on the perimeter, resulting
in many turnovers. Even though they had a
difficult time on offense, they played solid
ly on defense. Kramer held Parkway North’s
potential player of the year, Bret Lundstrom,
to just one goal. With their star player shut
down, Parkway was forced to make sloppy
perimeter passes and shots.
Senior goalie Jake Chisholm earned
continued on page 6
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Basketball refs recognize SLUH sportsmanship
by Tommy
reporter

Behr

we have a group of coaches, a group of players, and a group of fans that are on the same
page,” he said. “I think that (respect) comes
from the coaching staff, I think it filters down
through the players, and then to the fans.”
Wehner noted the eagerness of the officials to referee at SLUH as evidence of
SLUH’s positive environment.
“I noticed referees wanting to work
games at SLUH and enjoying themselves
while doing it. This is result of our staff
making sure that the officials are taken care
of before, after, and especially during the
games.”
Head coach John Ross said sportsmanship is a quality that he and his staff have
always stressed.
“There were two things I told my players
at the beginning of the year. The first was to
always be a good teammate, and the second
was to always represent your school well on
and off the court,” he said.
Ross said that, though he would have
liked to have won more games, it was nice
to see that the team’s hard work and commitment had not gone unnoticed.
Wehner referred to the award as one
of prestigious significance. He said, “This

is why parents send their sons here, and it’s
not only basketball but all sports at SLUH.
Win, lose, or draw our boys always maintain
a level of upmost respect for their competition. And these actions on the field speak
about SLUH as whole.”
Wehner said that he loves to see the
students succeed but does not want that to
override their character. He wants them to
strive for both.
“Let’s face it,” Wehner said. “Three,
four, five years down the road, people are
not going to remember who finished first or
second in the MCC,” but they will remember
positive or negative experiences at SLUH.
IAABO also awards a player and coach
of the year to the MCC. The awards went to
senior guard Bradley Beal and head coach
Kelvin Lee, both of Chaminade.
Wehner said that SLUH aims to win
these awards every year, and that taking
both in the same year is an impressive accomplishment.
“It has everything to do with how we
treat the officials when they come on campus,
how they perceive we treat other people on
campus, the whole nine yards,” said Wehner.

by Mike Lumetta
sports editor

fter three months of rehabilitation
and one more of drilling, lifting, and
running, senior wrestler Espen Conley is
set to return to competition and make his
goal of wrestling at the University of Missouri a reality. Conley, who broke his fibula
Dec. 4 against Lindbergh junior Michael
Slyman in the championship match of the
Parkway South Tournament, went to the
doctor Wednesday to receive full clearance
to compete.
Since returning to action a month ago,
Conley has been drilling with junior and fellow SLUH wrestling captain Will Whitney at
Team Missouri practices at CBC. According
to Conley, the only limitation was that he
couldn’t get leg-laced, a freestyle turn move
in which the top man turns the bottom man
by his legs.
In addition to wrestling in the practice

room, Conley has been rehabilitating his
legs. He said that even though his legs have
been excessively sore lately, he has done leg
workouts he normally does not.
“(A guy at my gym named Art) has been
helping me get my legs back in shape. He
knows way more about legs than I do,” said
Conley.
Now Conley can return to competition,
including freestyle nationals, but mostly
smaller local tournaments.
“I’ll be able to wrestle tournaments,
which—I’m not sure when the next one is,
but I’ll probably be there,” he said.
Conley is also pretty sure that he will
wrestle at Mizzou in the fall. He talked to
head coach Brian Smith over the phone
earlier this week. Conley said that he will
take classes in Columbia in June and practice
every day, take the last month of summer
off, and return to Mizzou in the fall.
Conley has not signed, but for all practi-

cal purposes everything is finalized. He is
planning on signing next week at SLUH’s
spring signing. He will not be on scholarship next year but hopes to earn one for his
sophomore season.
For right now, Conley is looking forward
to getting back to freestyle tournaments and
a high level of competition.
“I like freestyle a lot. It will be interesting to see, once I get up against those better
kids, how I stack up,” he said. “I haven’t lost
much of a step. But it’ll be nice to get back
to wrestling those, I guess, higher level kids
again.”
As for college, Conley recognizes that
wrestling at Mizzou will be tough, but he
intends to succeed.
“At Mizzou, I plan to take my lumps
freshman year,” he said. “It’ll be rough, but
it’s a process. I’m excited about Mizzou more
than anything, truthfully.”

Water polo

Baseball remains unbeaten

(from 5)
player of the game for his two steals and
seven saves, two of which took place within
20 seconds of each other. Chisholm stopped
the first shot. It rebounded back, and the
Parkway player took another, but Chisholm
stopped that one too.
Halfway through this season, the Jr. Bills
have shown to be on the road to their full
potential. Coach Paul Baudendistel’s motto
of “Be our best” is shining through his team
as this season progresses. The team will be
playing at MICDS this Friday at 7, facing
the fifth-ranked Rams, in what’s sure to be
one of the better games of the year.

(from 5)
throws a strike to first. It was a highlight
reel play.”
The SLUH defense didn’t only include
Floros though. Junior pitcher Mitch Klug, 2-0
with a 3.11 ERA and eight Ks in nine innings
so far this season, kept Loyola in check with
a strong performance and defensive help.
On the flip side, the offense kept plugging with sweet strokes from junior Andrew
Pitts and Kuebel. Kuebel and Pitts have a
combined .443 average with 21 RBI’s on 16
hits. So far this season, Klug, Floros, Pitts,
Hernandez, and Kuebel have formed the
heart of the lineup, scoring over 60 percent
of the team’s runs.
SLUH proceeded to beat Loyola 9-4 and
edged Rockhurst 4-2 with a great outing from
sophomore Brian Howard (2-0 with a 1.40
ERA), who had seven Ks in five innings.

A

lthough the SLUH basketball team
had a rocky season, they did not come
out empty-handed. The basketball program
SLUH					 was recently notified by the International
Association of Approved Basketball Offi8
2 — 10
cials (IAABO) president Greg Ransom that
Parkway North 7
2—9
they were selected for the 2011 season’s
First Half
Sportsmanship Award in the Metro Catholic
SLUH–Anderson from Mueth
Conference. The football program also won
North–touchdown
the award in the fall, presented by the InterSLUH–Backer from Thornberry
national Association of Football Officials,
North–touchdown
so SLUH swept this year’s sportsmanship
SLUH–Lickenbrock from Mueth
awards, an accomplishment that Athletic
North–touchdown
Director Dick Wehner said SLUH has never
SLUH–Anderson from Reardon
before achieved.
North–touchdown
The IAABO is nationally known for
SLUH–Anderson from Thornberry
their
highly-educated officials, three of
North–touchdown
whom
refereed the Final Four in Houston.
SLUH–Anderson from Thornberry
The
award
is voted on and selected by the
North–touchdown
officials
within
the MCC and recognizes the
SLUH–Reardon from Thornberry
program
whose
players, staff, and fans best
North–touchdown
exhibit
sportsmanship
and fairness both on
SLUH–Thornberry from Mueth
and off of the court.
Second Half
Wehner credited winning both awards
North–touchdown
to the atmosphere of respect that SLUH has.
SLUH–Mueth from Thornberry
“The significance of (the award) is that
North–touchdown
SLUH–Thornberry from Mueth
The game was called after

ULTIMATE

Conley ready to wrestle again, looks to college

INLINE

April 1, 2011
SLUH
DeSmet

1st
8
0

2nd
3
1

Final
11
1

Goals:
SLUH: Potter (3), Lulow (5), Niebruegge,
Warnecke, McCartney
DeSmet: Fielder
Goaltending:
SLUH: Ragland, 37 saves (.974)
DeSmet: Schoemehl, 16 saves (.593)

April 4, 2011

1st
SLUH
1
Lindbergh 0

2nd
4
3

April 8, 2011

Final
5
3

Goals:
SLUH: Potter (2), Warnecke (2),
Niebruegge
Lindbergh: Guidorzi, Giegling, Meeh
Goaltending:
SLUH: Ragland, 22 saves (.880)
Lindbergh: Remming, 19 saves (.792)

GOLF
Wednesday, April 6
Chaminade 221, SLUH 233
SLUH
Jack Mimlitz (Jr.)
37
Dylan Gardner (Sr.)
38
Matt Schoelch (Jr.)
38
Ben Hutchison (So.)
40
Andy Hitch (So.)		
40
Drew Brunts (So.)
40
Scott Schaeffer (Fr.)
42
Fritz Simmon (Jr.)
44
–Jimmy Griffard, Matt Geisman, and Ben
Hutchison contributed reporting.

A

The Roundup
GOLF—The Junior Bills had another disappointing loss to the Red Devils Wednesday,
221-233. Junior Matt Schoelch, who shot
a 38, summed up SLUH’s loss to Chaminade: “Tough Chaminade team again, a
lot of good scores, but the team played
well today.” Senior Dylan Gardner shot a
38 and junior Jack Mimlitz shot a 37 to
help the team, but a few holes made a big
difference in the loss. The ninth hole in
particular caused difficulty, as players were
hitting into the wind and often left it short.
The loss puts the Jr. Bills at 1-3 on the year.
—Ben Hutchison

ULTIMATE—With winds blowing up to
35 miles per hour, the Jr. Bills faced the
Parkway North Vikings last Sunday. With
all the points being scored downwind,
the game was left up to the pregame
disc flip deciding field placement. Both
teams battled hard, but with consistently
tight defense the Bills came up with
a win. Junior Evan Thornberry threw
for five touchdowns, and received two.
Senior Eric Mueth also contributed to
the Ultimate Bills’ victory, throwing four
touchdowns and receiving one.
—Jimmy Griffard

“Coach kind of told us that it’s pretty
special to win all three games ‘cause it’s
not usually done,” Hernandez said. “We
celebrated and we were happy, but now we
are back to business as usual.”
On Wednesday, SLUH shelved the
weekend success and focused on the task at
hand by defeating Parkway West (4-5) in a
make-up game at home, 7-1. Junior Andrew
Clark, senior Anthony Greiner, and junior
Trevor Dorand all put up spot performances
in the game, demonstrating the cavernous
pitching depth SLUH has. These top guns
have only allowed three earned runs in 15
innings, and have notched 18 Ks combined.
The undefeated season continued yesterday against Ladue at SLUH (see nightbeat).
The Jr. Bills will face McCluer at 4:30 today,
again at Sheridan Stadium.
PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO

Sophomore
Dance
SLUH sophomores
dance the night away
during the Sophomore
Dance last Saturday at
SLUH.
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Kovarik brings wealth of knowledge to African-American Voices
by Joe Klein
core staff

Editor’s Note: Race and diversity are
ever-sensitive topics, constantly working
themselves in and out of students’ lives and
education at SLUH. While a careful profile
of a single class, the following article is
a more significant look into how an individual teacher addresses issues of race on
the classroom level. The article traces how
one teacher does this from conception to
implementation.
frican American Voices is unlike any
other English class at St. Louis U.
High. The class goes beyond analyzing
literature, and begins exploring contentious
issues of race and how they are still present
in society. English teacher Frank Kovarik
assumed the teaching of that class at the
beginning of this year, and with it has added
his prior knowledge gained by exploring
these interests.
At the end of last year, English teacher
Patricia Coldren retired, leaving a vacancy
in her African American Voices class.
Soon after, department chair Terry Quinn
approached Kovarik and inquired as to
whether he would be interested in teaching
the class—a proposition that he accepted.
“His intellectual interests have always
been towards African-American literature
and the African-American experience in the
United States,” said Quinn on why Kovarik
was chosen over other teachers. “He’s someone with a firm grip on these things.”
African American Voices differs from
other English classes at St. Louis U. High,
in the sense that it is a much smaller class
(roughly 12 students took it last semester),
and lends itself to discussion-based classes
about works studied, with an especially
prominent focus on the historical aspect of
the material at hand.
While Quinn pointed out that historical
context plays a slightly larger role in senior
English electives across the board, senior
Brad Pitlyk, who took the class last semester,

A
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saw the increased
articles containdiscussion and
ing background
focus on history
information on
as especially key
Booker T. Washto understanding
ington. W.E.B.
the meaning of a
DuBois, Duke Elgiven work.
lington, and other
“There was
notable figures in
one story on the
African American
Million Man
history.
March that would
The smaller
be otherwise hard
class size in Afto catch the meanrican American
ing (without the
Voices allows
context),” said
much more class
Pitlyk, citing an
time to be deexample.
voted to taking
The class is
themes recurrent
set up chronologiin the class and
cally, beginning
applying them
with works from
into the students’
the 1800s and relives, according
lated to slavery
to Kovarik. Much
and Reconstrucof class time is
tion, and later progressing into 20th English teacher Frank Kovarik presents on Jazz and Gender centered on small,
at last year’s Jazz Diversity Series.
personal discuscentury material
about the New Negro Renaissance and the sions regarding how students see issues of
Civil Rights Movement. Dreams from My race alive and influencing their communities.
While much of Kovarik’s work materiFather, the memoir of President Barack
Obama, was also studied, and served as alized itself in the African American Voices
the final step in this exploration of African- class, its influence also spread into his freshman classes. He now provides a timeline of
American literature.
As Obama’s memoir was studied, major events dealing with public policy and
some expected that the class would become race in St. Louis to his freshmen students as
politically polarized as they grappled with part of their curriculum, in order to bring the
studying a work by the current president; themes of race found in Narrative of the Life
however, according to Pitlyk, the class of Frederick Douglass and The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn to a more local, and
handled it incredibly well.
“It was not nearly as political as I therefore more relatable level.
To further this interest in the relationship
thought it would be,” said Pitlyk. “It’s important to know the President outside of (the between St. Louis and race that catalyzed
presidency), and he’s a good example of a the development of these classes, as well
prominent African American in American as the Jazz Diversity Series, Kovarik began
attending NEH seminars about these issues.
society.”
Others who took the class noted the NEH—the National Endowment for the Hustrong focus on history that ties together the manities—is a federally-funded organization
works studied; the syllabus included many which offers summer courses and workshops

for teachers; in this case, Kovarik attended
one at Washington University titled “The
Impact of Jazz on American Culture.” That
presentation served as a strong source of
inspiration for the Jazzuit Diversity Series
held last year, which was coordinated by
Kovarik and former Assistant Principal for
Diversity Rob Evans, who had also attended
the summer institute.
To prepare for the approaching responsibility of teaching African American Voices,
Kovarik took part in another NEH seminar
last summer, this one focused on the New
Negro Renaissance in the 20th century. That,
as well as devoting much of his extracurricular reading to preparing for the class,
shaped his approaches to how he teaches it;
for one, his teaching of the song “Strange
Fruit” by Billie Holliday was modeled off
how it was presented at a NEH workshop.
“On a very broad level, it just gives me
a kind of awareness, a context for understanding the works we’re talking about,”
said Kovarik. “Even if it’s not coming
out directly, it’s coming out in a … more
grounded discussion about these issues.”
Currently, Kovarik operates a blog—
Corresponding Fractions—which he uses to
write on a number of topics, whether relating
to St. Louis, or African-American literature,
or how St. Louis interlinks with race. A few
posts detail his exploration of a particular
St. Louis neighborhood, while others are
snippets of another piece encountered online
or a reflection on a piece of literature. Some
of his work has appeared on a larger scale,
most notably St. Louis Magazine. Through
contact with the editor, he was invited to
submit some of his work for publishing; on
multiple occasions essays written by him
were printed.
Some of this work eventually makes its
way into the African American Voices class;
according to senior Nick Herrmann, who
also took the class, much of his teaching of
Beloved, by Toni Morrison, was rooted in
prior work he had done with the novel before
continued on page 8

perclassmen, giving more recognition to
underclassmen could be beneficial.
"It helps the younger guys start to focus
on opportunities for leadership and service,
"said Mouldon. "It just kind of lets them
know that 'hey, we can have leadership opportunities too.’”
Overall, Moran believed the changes
would be an improvement that still recog-

nized the importance of tradition.
"I'm excited to see how it's going to
go," said Moran. "It's a little bit of a change,
but I think in the end I think what we came
up with as a committee were some good
conservative, changes. They'll feel different
the first time through, but the second or third
time through we'll be like, 'oh, we've always
done it this way.'"

(from 2)
through all the possibilities of what has to
be covered, breaking that down, and then
starting to come up with preliminary drafts
of these 36 topics,” said Becvar.
The rest of the meetings are spent refining the questions to make sure there is no
bias in them—for example, in case a certain
type of calculator would give a student an
advantage on a question.
“We’ve worked through them so many
times that there shouldn’t be any ambiguity
(and) there shouldn’t be any problems with
anybody interpreting them wrong,” said
Becvar.
The exams are made years in advance.
Currently the committee is working on the
2013 exam.
In addition to having served on the
committee since October 2008, Becvar still
makes the trip to Kansas City each June to
grade the exams. Last year, the group graded
over 300,000 exams.
Recently, the College Board decided
that there will be no penalty for guessing on
multiple choice questions. While there will
be no change in the content of the exam, it will
change the number of free response questions
students are allowed to use a calculator on.
Previously a calculator was allowed on three

questions, but now students will be allowed
to use it on only two questions. The changes
go into effect for this May’s exam.
“I don’t think it’s going to change at
all how easy or how hard it is to pass (the
exam),” said Becvar. “It’s just that your
scores might be a little bit higher because
there’s no penalty for guessing. If they’re a
little bit higher, then they’ll probably draw
cutoff scores a little bit higher.”
Even though Becvar teaches Calculus,
he said that being on the committee doesn’t
change how he teaches his Calculus classes.
“It doesn’t affect the calculus courses
at all because we still cover all the same
material that we did before I was on the
committee,” said Becvar. “If you could ask
me what’s going to be on this year’s exam,
I probably couldn’t tell you because we’ve
worked on so many questions.”
Becvar has enjoyed his time on the
board.
“You learn a lot from being on the
committee,” said Becvar. “The interaction
with the other people on the committee is
wonderful. They’re very intelligent, dedicated professionals who actually enjoy their
work.”

Awards Assemblies restructured to week of accolades
(from 1)
ceremony," said Moran. “Our graduation
is spectacularly dignified. I think there was
some concern that the length, the timing, the
tediousness of our awards ceremony lost a
little of that."
Students will be required to wear formal
attire on the day of their class awards ceremony as well as on the day of the all-school
ceremony. Moran hopes that students will
feel that the ceremonies build anticipation
throughout the week for the final ceremony
on Friday.
The awards traditionally given by clubs
and activities will be given at class awards
ceremonies instead of at the all-school ceremony as they had been in the past. In addition, club moderators have been encouraged
to award a few student leaders rather than
list every student who participated. While
participants in some activities will still be
recognized verbally, only one or two students
from each activity will receive awards.
Instead of certificates, most award winners will be given medals with the school seal
on the front and the name of the award on the
back. Some major awards which prescribe
a special certificate, book, or other gift will
continue using the traditional object instead
of medals.
At all of the awards ceremonies, students
with perfect attendance or unmarked demerit
cards will have their names read and stand
to be recognized. Sophomores and juniors
with a GPA above 4.0 will have their names
read. Members of the administration stressed
that the ceremony was intended to recognize
students' academic success, not to create
competition.
"We don’t want to do anything competitive or ranked or anything like that," said
Becvar. "It’s just recognition; there are guys

who have worked really hard here, so let’s
recognize them."
"I think in many ways it was trying to
mirror graduation backwards and be a way
to recognize academic success," said Moran.
"Without drilling down too much, GPA is
a signifier of overall academic success. I
don’t think we need to be apologetic about
recognizing people who have done a lot of
hard work during the year, as long as we do
it once a year. And I think (for) the freshmen
and sophomores, it would be nice for them to
have some of that recognition and not have
to wait four long years and sit through four
long ceremonies before anybody (recognizes
them)."
To give more recognition to freshmen
and sophomores, an award named after
Martin Hagan, S.J. was established. Faculty
members will nominate candidates for the
award, and the administration will ultimately
select the recipients. Hagan was a Jesuit who
was especially remembered for his work
with freshmen through his positions in the
counseling department, rifle team, and pool
hall.
"He was a champion of freshmen for 50
years here," said guidance counselor David
Mouldon.
"(We're) looking for students who’ve
shown leadership in service to the community," said Moran. "(Hagan) was one of those
people who helped bring SLUH together,
SLUH students together. So (faculty will
nominate) particular freshmen or sophomores ... that have shown real leadership
that helped bring their classmates together."
Mouldon, who was also on the Awards
Committee, said that although freshmen
and sophomores have had less time to prove
themselves in leadership positions than up-

Becvar announced as AP head
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Senior science classes visit anatomy lab

PHOTO COURTESY OF MR. STEVE KUENSTING

The AP Biology and Anatomy and Physiology classes visited the PASE anatomy lab at St.
Louis University yesterday for a presentation on human anatomy. The group split into
three groups to look at three separate cadavers as well as preserved specimen hearts and
brains. The cadavers were in various states, having had varying amounts of surgery. The
AP Biology class is currently in an Anatomy unit.

Public Service Announcement: Senior Phil Nahlik has informed the Prep
News that all students should be wary of Jimmy Griffard, Calculator Thief.

Profile: African
American Voices

Today

(from 7)

4pm

developing the class.
“For me, I’m trying to figure out how
to deal with these issues myself, and I appreciate the opportunity with the African
American Voices class to devote time and
get my own head straight and see things
clearly,” said Kovarik. “I’m trying to look
at the opportunities within this school where
I can be of service and where I can look ...
at these issues. There seems to be a snowballing of interest—the more connections
(between issues) you make, the more things
you find interesting.”

4:30pm
5pm
5:30pm
6pm

Correction:
In an article last week, the Prep News
incorrectly stated junior Ben Thomas’s
father’s name as Bill. His name is Sean.
The Prep News regrets the error.

Cashbah to be held this Saturday

(from 1)
raised for the Fund-A-Need cause, a part of the night where
cash gifts are made, should go towards the Commons.
“We are really excited about that,” said Jellinek. “We
want to get that accomplished for you guys.”
Laughlin shares the same enthusiasm towards the FundA-Need project.
“They wanted to add it in as a little bit of creativity,”
said Laughlin. “We are certainly in support of that.”
With just a day left until Cashbah, the event looks
ready to hop in the Jeep, thanks to the dedication of over
150 volunteers this week. The auction itself will require the

help of close to 350 parent, student, and teacher volunteers.
“We have great volunteers and wonderful help,” said
Jellinek. “They really are men and women for others.”
Both Jellinek and Laughlin are eager for the special
night, thankful for the help received so far, and anticipate
a great time.
“I am extremely grateful on the behalf of our chairs, and
the people who have donated or will donate to our auction.
It is a really great orchestration of people, and I am really
grateful for what they have done for us,” said Laughlin.
The evening gets under way at 7:30 p.m.

Strategic plan takes shape for bicentennial

(from 1)

to participate with us.”
One common denominator between the constituents,
besides their relative successes, will be the financial capability to contribute to the plan they helped create.
“Our hope is if they’re engaged very meaningfully with
the school, in those 15 to 20 months, half a dozen meetings
spread out over that time,” said Rick, “ideally, they will help
fund it.”
At this point, Rick and Laughlin have identified about
200 possible constituents and Rick says he hopes to eventually get to 300, allowing for a 33 percent acceptance rate.
Rick also said that everyone approached so far about the
vision has been very enthusiastic about going along with
the project.
In September, SLUH made it seem as if the hope was
to have these constituents selected by now and for focus
groups to have begun forming. Despite not having reached
that point yet, Rick said the project is still very much on
schedule.
“The idea is to approach our 200th birthday in 2018
with the school’s future having strategically been thought
out and planned in very specific terms for a 10-year period:
five specific, five not as specific. The strategic planning will
be finished well before 2018,” said Rick.
Laughlin said that he expects the groups to begin meeting next school year.
“What we’re trying to do is lay the groundwork to invite different groups of people to consider and plan for the
care and future of the school,” said Laughlin. “That’s a lot
of constituents. That’s faculty and staff. That’s educational
experts. That’s civic leaders, business leaders. That process
of invitation is pretty time-consuming because you want to
be in conversation with people about what we’re trying to
do.”
What exactly those groups will do remains to be seen.
Laughlin was very conscientious to avoid speaking about
specific features of a plan, since that would step on the toes
of the work of the strategic planning committee.
The group has a license to dream big. Rick said that
while he wasn’t necessarily anticipating it, their plan could
theoretically include anything from financial planning to
adding a middle school on campus.
Laughlin also wanted to emphasize that it would be
more than the think-tank who would be making decisions
on the plan. Both faculty and the Board of Trustees will
play an integral part in the decision making.
The search for faculty input was evidenced earlier in the
year with a series of meetings between administration and

various faculty groups. At this point there have not been any
further meetings, nor have any faculty groups been formed,
but Laughlin said they would play a large role in decision
making as the school approaches 2018.
Along with selecting the possible constituents, Rick has
also been charged with revamping part of the fundraising
system. Now, specific members of the advancement department will work one-on-one with possible donors, whereas
in the past there was a less personalized focus.
SLUH used to have only one specialized level of giving,
awarded to those who donated $1,000 or more. Now there
will be three levels—$1,000, $5,000, and $10,000 or more
donations.
Rick has also made efforts to add fundraising in other
sources. This year, all parents were solicited for a possible
donation, regardless of amount. Rick said that the school is
fairly close to receiving donations from 100 percent of its
parents. Similarly, efforts in student and faculty fundraising
have been increased, as Rick hopes to see total giving from
both of those demographics.
Overall, Rick hopes to improve what he sees as an
already outstanding fundraising system. He said the efforts
would most likely end in a funds drive of some sort.
“I know we are one of the top all-boys schools in the
nation. On a scale of one to 10 right now, our school is
performing at an 11. The fundraising might be at a nine and
we need to get to 11,” said Rick.
While Laughlin pointed to the fact that the school’s
endowment still had recovering to do from the market crash
of several years ago, Rick noted that he felt SLUH was
developing a solid base of fund-givers.
The hope for the future, as emphasized back in September, is for the school to reach a point eventually where
tuition remains in check with standard-of-living increases
while the school’s financial aid budget continues to grow.
However, once again, much of the specific planning
in regards to the affordability of the school will be done by
the 100 or so constituents and their focus groups.
“When we looked at the affordability, the ability to
manage the plan, all of that comes down to what type of
endowment, what type of scholarships are available, and
that’s the type of focus we certainly want to have when we
look to the future,” said Laughlin.
No specific timeline will be made for those types of
decisions, but Laughlin said that, as the school moved closer
to its 200th birthday, he expected more information about
the school’s strategic plan in the future to be released.
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7pm
Lunch
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Schedule R

Junior Class Mass
College Visit: SIU-Edwardsville (M112)
Snack–Garlic Bread
V/JV Tennis DeSmet
JV Lacrosse @ MICDS
V Baseball (McCleur, Ritenour Tourney Pool Play)
JV Volleyball @ Vianney
V Lacrosse @ MICDS
Cashbah Preview
V Volleyball @ Vianney
V Water Polo @ MICDS
Shrimp Basket
Healthy–Baked Hoki Krisp Fish

Saturday, April 9

8am
ACT
9am
V/JV Track @ University City Invitational
10:30am JV Water Polo @ MICDS
11am
V Baseball @ DeSmet
12pm
JV Inline @ Francis Howell
2pm
B Baseball vs. DeSmet
3pm
C Lacrosse @ Eureka
7pm
V Inline vs. Francis Howell North
7:30pm Cashbah
10pm
C Inline vs. Fort Zumwalt West

Sunday, April 10
11am
8pm

KEEN
C Inline vs. Parkway West

Schedule R

Monday, April 11
AP

4pm
4:15pm
4:30pm
5pm
6:30pm
Lunch

College Rep: Regis University(M112)
Snack–Mini Corn Dogs
V Tennis vs. John Burroughs
JV Tennis @ John Burroughs
C Baseball vs. Parkway North
V Baseball @ Chaminade
V/JV Volleyball @ CBC
V Water Polo vs. Chaminade
Advisory Committee for Student Affairs Meeting
Bosco Pizza
Healthy–Seasoned Chicken Filet

Tuesday, April 12
AP

3:30pm
4pm
4:30pm
5:30pm
6:30pm
Lunch

Wednesday, April 13
8am
AP
3:30pm
4pm
4:30pm
6:30pm
Lunch

Block Schedule

Rosary
Snack–Apple Crispitos
V/JV Golf vs. Chaminade
B/C Track @ Hazelwood West Relays
C Lacrosse vs. CBC
V/JV Tennis vs. Parkway West
JV Volleyball vs. Marquette
V Volleyball vs. Marquette
NHS Induction Ceremony
Chicken Bites
Healthy–Szechwan Meatballs

Block Schedule

Mother’s Club Adoration
Spring Signing Day
V/JV Golf vs. DeSmet
JV/C Track @ DeSmet/SLUH Meet
V/JV Tennis @ CBC
JV Lacrosse @ Parkway West
C Baseball @ St. Mary’s
V Lacrosse @ Parkway West
Taco Bar
Healthy–Chicken Parmesan

Thursday, April 14

Schedule R

Friday, April 15

Schedule R

Mother’s Club Appreciation Lunch
AP
AP Pre-Administration
College Rep: Regis University(M112)
Snack–Bosco Snacks
12:30pm Freshman Fine Arts in-house Field Trip
3:30pm V Golf vs. CBC
5pm
JV Volleyball @ Francis Howell
6pm
V Volleyball @ Francis Howell
JV Inline vs. Oakville
7pm
V Water Polo @ Oakville
7:30pm V Inline vs. Francis Howell Central
Lunch Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy–Baked Mostaciolli
AP

4pm
4:30pm
5:25pm
7:30pm
Lunch

AP Pre-Administration Makeup
Freshman Class Mass
Snack–Mozzarella Sticks
V Rugby @ CBC
V/JV Tennis @ McCleur North
C Basketball @ DeSmet
C Lacrosse @ Lafayette
V Water Polo @ Parkway North
Dauphin Players Production
Cheese Ravioli
Healthy–Manicotti

—Compiled by Jack Godar

